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Deepwater Drilling Forum
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Relief goods donated by Swiber employees

Swiber donates to
cyclone victims
Last May 16, 2008, Kreuz Crewing
Executive Ms. Mariam Nu had
circulated an email encouraging all
Swiber employees to donate to the
victims made homeless in the wake of
cyclone Nargis which devastated the
country of Myanmar leaving thousands
dead and missing.
Equatorial Drilling CEO Glen Olivera presenting their track record with drilling team on the stage

Swiber Holdings Limited through its
subsidiary, Equatorial Drilling Services Pte
Ltd held its first Deepwater Drilling Open
Forum at the auditorium last June 12, 2008.
The aim of the forum is to provide increased
awareness and understanding of the
operations, activities and opportunities in
the offshore deepwater drilling industry in
the Asia Pacific region.
It was attended by over 150 people from the
financial sector; analysts, investors and press
en masse. The event was hosted by none
other than ODS Chief Financial Officer and VP
for Corporate Finance Ms. Hilmy Chung.
Highlights of the forum include Mr. Raymond
Goh Executive Chairman and Group CEO who
gave the opening remarks, followed by Mr.
Michael Rodgers and Ms. Erika Kowalzyk of

PFC Energy who talked about the overview of
fundamentals (supply/demand) driving oil
prices, global view of deepwater oil and gas
drilling and its significance in Upstream
portfolios, drilling activity forecasts, and
current active deepwater exploration and
development hotspots.
This drew forth an overwhelming barrage of
questions, concerns and second‐guesses
from the audience which extended up to the
lunch break where people broke in clusters
discussing and sharing their opinions before
finally converging to the adjacent room
where a sumptuous lunch buffet was served,
followed by the showing of “A Crude
Awakening”.
(story continued on 3)

With the assistance of Kelly Chong,
Chong they
were able to collect food, slippers and
clothes which were all sent
to
Myanmar through the Myanmar
Seaman Association (MSEA) last June
20.
On behalf of the Swiber community, we
would like to acknowledge the efforts
of Mariam Nu who brought out the
best in us by initiating this outreach
activity.
Our special thanks also goes to those
who have supported this cause
especially to Mr. Nigel Saunders, Mr.
Nicolas Genton and Mr. Roy Yap . It was
really big of you guys to have shared so
much when others have so little.

SWIBER HOLDINGS LIMITED
12 International Business Park
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In this issue…

Chief’s
message
I write to you with a heavy heart in this issue as you are all aware of the tragic accident
th t happened
that
h
d in
i our shipyard
hi
d on Sunday,
S d
8 June
J
2008 which
hi h took
t k the
th life
lif off one off our
colleagues and injuring 14 others. We are all saddened by this tragic accident and our
sincere condolences and prayers are with the family of the deceased colleague.
I have personally asked our management team at our shipyard as well as our HR to do
whatever we could to ease the pain and to meet the needs of the immediate family
members of our deceased colleague during this time of bereavement back in his home
town in India. We have also engaged professional trauma counselors from a local hospital
to help any of our staff affected by the tragic accident to cope with the trauma and grief
during this period.
I want to emphasize that the Board and Senior Management team of Swiber are fully
committed to create a safe, secured and healthy work environment for all our staffs,
working on‐shore or off‐shore. This has been our fundamental work philosophy and will
always be. Under no circumstances would we allow our workplace safety policies and
procedures be compromised.
I want to further reiterate that management will not leave any stone unturned to ensure
that all of you work in a safe, secured and healthy work environment. However, while we
will do everything to ensure that all of you work in a safe, secured and healthy work
environment, it is critical that every one of you must also play your part and take personal
responsibility to ensure that our safety and health standards as well as policies and
procedures are compiled with at all times.

News and Events
Swiber held Deepwater
Drilling Forum
Swiber Donates to Cyclone
Victims
Elementary First Aid Class
and CPR
Swiber Participates in
London Roadshow
Updates on June 8 Fire
Incident

Project Updates
Parenguan
Mampak Jacket Installation
by Da Li Hao
Brunei Field Development
Project

Cause No Harm
Cause No Harm and
Gratitude

Training &
Development
Personal Effectiveness
Training Conducted

Health and Lifestyle

Remember safety is not just the responsibility of management, the HSE team or all our
safety
f t officers
ffi
and
d safety
f t wardens
d
and
d supervisors,
i
b t it is
but
i everybody’s
b d ’ responsibility.
ibilit At
no time must any of you, because of your personal convenience take short cuts and totally
disregard or ignore our safety procedures and policies that have been put in place for your
personal well‐being and safety. It only takes just one silly mistake to cause a tragic
accident. I therefore urge every one of you to be extra careful and vigilant as well as to
take upon yourself the responsibility to ensure that our safety policies and procedures are
fully complied with at all times.

Health Talk: Losing Weight
Effectively
ff
l & Safely
f l

Remember, there should not be any compromise,
Remember
compromise no short cuts as far as safety is
concerned. Please help me to help you work in a safe, secured and healthy environment.

Random Eight
The Internal Audit
Department

Up Close & Personal
Rick Pursell

Swiber Speaks

FreeStyle
Courage, it would seem, is nothing less than the power to overcome danger, misfortune, fear, injustice, while
continuing to affirm inwardly that life with all its sorrows is good; that everything is meaningful even if in a sense
beyond our understanding; and that there is always tomorrow.

Dorothy Thompson
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NEWS AND EVENTS

Clockwise:
d)
a)

Francis Wong and Kelvin Yeo welcoming the guests

b)

Lunch break

c)

Ee Li Choo with guest

Mr. Raymond Goh with guest speaker Mike Rodgers

e) Mr. Raymond Goh giving the opening remarks
f‐h) Swiber management team among audiences

(continued from page 1)
This was followed by Mr. Glen Olivera, Chief Executive Officer of
Equatorial Drilling Services who briefed the audience about the
Swiber group business and management, and extensively talked
about Deepwater Drilling as the next growth frontier and presented
th Equatorial
the
E
t i l Driller
D ill as the
th costt effective
ff ti solution
l ti for
f efficient
ffi i t deep
d
water drilling in mild environment.

The last speaker was Mr. Per Didrik Leivdal, Managing Director in
Investment Banking of Pareto Securities Asia. Mr. Leivdal talked
about the deepwater trends and implications to the drilling market.
This also included a case study on SeaDrill‐ How to make a USDm
12 000 market
12,000
k t cap company.

Ms. Hilmy Chung delivered the closing remarks thanking the
speakers who took time off their business schedule to present, the
management teams of Swiber, the August consulting team, ladies
from the drilling division‐ Choon Bee, Shi Min, Farah, and Sharon and
to the Organization Development team Irene, Kelly and Rizza who
had worked and pulled everything together diligently for the past
few weeks to make the event a success.
success Senior Corporate Relations
Mr. Olivera’s presentation elicited appreciation from the audience Executive Irene Chong organized the event together with Hilmy
but also emboldened a few ‘doubting Thomases’. They were quickly Chung, and Glen Olivera since its conception.
squashed by impassioned rejoinders and colorful analogies from Ee
Li, Hilmy, Nicolas, Glen and Mr. Goh himself in an unmistakable
demonstration of collaboration and synergy among the management
team.
He was joined on the stage by Ms. Ee Li Choo (VP‐Operations) and
Mr. Graham Pomstra (Drill Site Manager) who represented the
company’s top notch drilling team and Mr. Nicolas Genton (Project
Manager) who represented the Supervision team for the Equatorial
Driller.
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Elementary First Aid & CPR
Taught in Swiber

HSE department conducted the first in two parts of Elementary
First Aid and CPR class at the Swiber Auditorium last May 28,
2008.
During the session, HSE Training Manager Dr Ganesh
Shastri discussed the things that ought to be done in the scene of
an accident . Of more importance according to Dr Ganesh are the
things that ought NOT to be done.
He introduced the class to CPR Annie, the mannequin with
simulated respiratory system and demonstrated how CPR
(Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation) is done.
Afterwards, some attendees took turns doing the hands‐on
cardiac massage and mouth to mouth breathing.
The second part of this class will be tackling how to administer
first aid in self‐limiting or most minor injuries such as cuts, burns,
etc.
This compulsory training is part of the learning and development
curriculum of Swiber. According to Kelly Chong, Training
Coordinator “This course is very important to all of us because
oftentimes, we delude ourselves into thinking that these things
cannot happen to us and so when it does happen to our
colleagues, we have no idea what to do which could lead to panic
and us potentially doing more harm than good.”
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NEWS AND EVENTS
Updates on June 8
Fire Incident

Swiber Participates
in London Roadshow

Article by: Rizza and Jeri Xie

The fire incident at Kreuz Shipyard on June 8, 2008 had claimed the lives of three
of our colleagues and changed those of others who got burned / injured and
witnessed the accident when it happened.
Six yard workers have been admitted to Singapore General Hospital.
Accommodations and care takers were arranged for those who can be safely
discharged from the hospital as the doctors advised for them to recuperate at a
sterile place.
The company arranged for all Kreuz shipbuilding employees to pay their last
respects. The remains of Mr. Karuppan Arjunan had been repatriated to his
hometown in India together with his cousin and brother‐in‐law from Singapore.
Two Kreuz representatives accompanied them and managers from Mumbai office
met with them. The two others who were being treated at the Intensive Care Unit
Mr. Amir Hossain Sufian and Mr. Karthik Jeyaram also succumbed to their injuries
last June 21 and 23 respectively. Company has arranged for the repatriation of
their remains and donated US$5,000 as support for the immediate families’ needs
of each of the deceased.
Management has engaged the services of Trauma Recovery and Corporate
Solutions Department of Changi General Hospital on June 16, 2008 to conduct
counseling sessions to Kreuz employees who were at the scene of the accident.
They were given Critical Incident Stress Debriefing (CISD) which is a structured
seven‐phase group crisis intervention used to facilitate psychological closure and
reconstruction.
Dr. Ganesh Shastri of HSE conducted Cause No Harm courses, Change for good,
Confined Space Entry, Fire prevention, Fire fighting, Fall protection, Hazard
Identification and Risk Management. Trainings will be conducted regularly from
this point and they are currently reviewing all procedures and upgrading
equipments.
All throughout the hospitalization period of our colleagues, officers and managers
have been alternately visiting them and catering to their needs. The management
of Swiber has been on top of this situation, and has done superbly in giving
immediate response and solutions. This showed us that the company is ready to
take care of us and assist us in every possible way.
Time and again, our HSE department has been reminding us that safety is
everybody’s priority and concern. This recent event had made this horrifyingly
clear. Let this be a call for each and every one of us to actively participate in
making Swiber a safe place to work.

CFO and EVP
Francis
Wong
represented
Swiber Holdings
Ltd at the DBSV
Corporate Access
Forum held in
Cumberland Hotel,
Great Cumberland
Place, London last
June 2‐3, 2008.
This investor road show was organized
b DBSS Vickers
by
Vi k
S
Securities
ii
which
hi h is
i one
of the leading securities and derivatives
firm in the country.
According to Mr. Wong, “Road shows
are part of our corporate development.
For two days in London, I met with
analysts and investors on a series of
one‐on‐one meetings and I conducted a
presentation to them.
It was an
opportunity for us to introduce our
company, create more awareness, give
them updates about our projects and
basically educate them about Swiber
strategies and plans. From that point,
they can assess if they will buy Swiber
shares and the result will be reflected
on the performance of share price.”
Mr. Wong is again slated to participate
in another investor road show to be
held in Hong Kong.
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PROJECT UPDATES
Pagerungan Utara Development Projects
S ib was contracted
Swiber
t t db
by Kangean
K
/ PT Timas
Ti
S li d to
Suplindo
t carry outt transportation
t
t ti and
d
installation services for 1,300T tripod jacket and 200T deck in 90m water depth in East
Java Sea, Indonesia
Installation operations are being performed using Derrick Barge Da Li Hao

Mampak Jacket Installation by Da Li Hao
By: Sharon Ng and Freda Wong

a‐b) Preparation work
c) Preparation work for lifting
d) Horizontal lifting of jacket from barge
e) Upending process
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Field Development
Project in Brunei
Contributed by: Barry Nielsen and Ambar Lestari

Lifted up P4‐B3 by ILT and swing to stern

P4‐B3 pile stabbed onto P3‐B3, thereafter
fit up strong back between P4 and P3 pile

Cut off sea fastening around A2 jacket leg

Diver leaving surface for job

Start cutting of sea fastening around A2
jacket

Confirmation measurement

7
Getting riser spool into bear clamp

Hooking up the load
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CAUSE NO HARM

Cause No Harm and
GRATITUDE
By: Rick Pursell,
VP for Health, Safety and Environment

The dictionary tells us that Gratitude is being thankful and yourself will change to become more positive.
appreciative of a situation, person or place and this month we
will explore how gratitude links in with Cause No Harm.
Cause No Harm to Others follows the same principle. When
you are thankful and appreciative that you have caused no
When we look around us or switch on the TV news, it is easy to harm to your colleagues, family, community members, etc., in
see the consequences of modern life and the impact of any given moment, day or week, you are showing gratitude to
d ii
decisions
th t have
that
h
b
been
made
d in
i the
th past.
t Just
J t recently,
tl in
i the
th core value
l you have
h
adopted
d t d and
d in
i fact,
f t it acts
t in
i the
th same
Burma and China, massive destruction and loss of life has way as positive reinforcement or receiving an
occurred as a result of a cyclone and earthquake. Elsewhere in acknowledgement from someone else, which makes us feel
Darfur, Afghanistan and Iraq, wars are being raged causing good. ”I’m grateful that I did not harm that person by
huge loss of life, injuries and displacement. Food shortages, spreading some baseless gossip” is an example, or “I am
increased costs and crime all contribute to a rather bleak thankful that I got through the day without causing any harm
picture of our world today – if we choose to see it this way.
to those I came across”.
Here’s
’ an alternative.
l
What
h iff we were to view our lives
l
f
from
the perspective of being really grateful for what we do have
rather than what we do not? It does not mean we are without
empathy and compassion for others, it means we are not
contributing to further negativity, which has far reaching
effects.

When
h we can be
b grateful
f l that
h we or other
h people
l have
h
not
caused damage (harm) to our equipment, the materials we use
and our assets, such as the fleet of vessels we operate, then
that very act of gratefulness will contribute to the overall
positive view we and others have about these items. For
instance,

Being grateful towards ourselves for what we do have, will lead
to a more positive outlook on our bodies, attitude, health,
wellbeing and current status. Remember last month we talked
about thoughts becoming things, well here is a golden
opportunity to put this to work for ourselves. By being grateful
for causing no harm to ourselves will enhance our view of
ourselves and we can feel good about our bodies, our
thoughts, the words we speak and our actions. So whenever
you make a decision not to cause harm to yourself, take a quiet
moment to give thanks and show your gratitude. As you do this
more and more, you will be surprised as to how your view of

when we disregard or disrespect a piece of equipment, have
no concern about it becoming damaged and go ahead and
abuse it, then it is easy for others to follow suit and before very
long it becomes inoperable. Whereas if we treat the
equipment with respect and operate it as it is meant to be and
within the manufacturer’s guidelines, then of course it can do
the job for which it is designed and with proper maintenance,
it should last a long time. When we quietly express our
gratitude that we did not contribute to damaging our
equipment, materials and assets, we contribute to the positive
energy of cause no harm.
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Here’s an example that many of us can relate to. Have you
ever felt like throwing your computer out the window when it
crashed, taking with it a large volume of work you so
diligently
g
y inputted
p
and now yyou cannot retrieve it and have
to go through the whole process again? But you didn’t cause
it any harm and while you may have muttered a few
unrepeatable obscenities under your breath, you resisted the
urge to damage the equipment and just got on with your job.
Now that is worth being thankful for as you can just imagine
the consequences of tossing your computer out the window!!
Be grateful you resisted the impulse to cause harm and watch
how this p
philosophy
p y will creep
p deeper
p and deeper
p into yyour
life.
By now you will have recognised we are addressing all the
components of Cause No harm and after equipment,
materials and assets, comes the environment. Be grateful to
yourself and all the other people on this planet who are
actively working towards arresting the damage done so far.
They are people like you and me who recognize we have just
one Earth and she (Mother Earth) with help from the sun,
provides us with all we need to sustain ourselves from the
soil, air and water.

Greenhouse gases, deforestation, poor waste disposal,
chemicals, pesticides, etc, all have a profound effect on air,
water and soil quality and all are human made. We cannot
continue to blame the cow’s flatulence for the condition of
the planet or the volcanoes emitting gaseous clouds!!
So be grateful to yourself and others who are not
contributing to the demise of this little blue planet we call
home.
And finally, when we Cause No Harm in all areas described
above,, we will leave a legacy
g y to our future ggenerations where
they can grow and exist with an excellent standard of life to
enjoy to the fullest.
When we stop causing harm to ourselves, we can live
happier, healthier and more fulfilling lives
When we stop causing harm to others, we develop a greater
understanding and much enhanced relationships, which will
form the basis of achieving that which we set out to achieve.
achieve
When we stop causing harm to our equipment, materials and
assets, we have a smoother operation devoid of unwanted
delays, breakdowns and schedule losses

Think about this for one moment; here we are inhabitants of
spaceship Earth and it provides us with everything we need
to survive on a day to day basis. Yet some do not recognize
the value of this and motivated by greed,
greed carelessly cause
harm to the very source of our survival.

When we stop causing harm to the environment, we have
cleaner air to breath, clean water to drink, wash and bath in
and healthy soil in which to grow our crops and food
products.
When we stop causing harm to our planet, she will provide us
If we can put our hand on our heart and say, “Today I did not with a wonderful, safe, playing ground in which to live our
knowingly and deliberately cause harm to the environment”, lives to the fullest
now that is something to be grateful for and what’s more, our
children and all those being effected by environmental When we stop causing harm to our future generations we
degradation and climate change will be grateful too.
can rest assured, we have acted responsibly, caringly and in
support of their lives to come.
come Our children and future
This is of course is linked closely to Cause No Harm to the generations will not inherit wars, violence, crime and all the
Planet, as all of our environmental actions have either a other unwanted social ills that manifest as a result of us
positive or negative effect on this home we call Earth. It separating out from each other and causing each other harm
would be very easy to state that the escalation and ferocity of
earthquakes, tsunamis, cyclones, floods and droughts are In summary, we can all make a difference and reap the
beyond our control and that we are not in any way rewards of causing no harm through our thoughts, our words
responsible But science and environmental specialists have and our actions. It is all to do with choices, to cause harm or
confirmed
fi
d that
th t what
h t we are experiencing
i i now is
i a direct
di t nott – which
hi h will
ill you choose?
h
?
result of the impact of human intervention and disturbances
of Nature.
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Training & development
Personal Effectiveness Training Conducted
Before the end of May, Mr. Yeo Jeu Nam kick started the first
outt off even modules
d l
off Personal
P
l Effectiveness
Eff ti
att the
th
auditorium. Training Coordinator Kelly Chong divided all
employees in three batches with the management group on
the third batch.
At the onset of the training, Mr. Yeo stressed the importance
of the course and why the company saw fit to equip its
employees with this.
According to Mr.
Mr Yeo,
Yeo “In
In order for us to work effectively,
effectively we
must first learn to manage ourselves. This is the hallmark of
successful people... They know how to manage and lead
themselves. As part of Swiber human resource the company
aims to mold the right people with the right passion and the
right competency.”
During the three‐hour session, Mr. Yeo regaled the audience
with true stories about Swiber’s successful people, himself
and how he achieved success, and the attitude he exhibited
which got him to where he is today. He also showed a
documentary “The Power of Vision” by Joel Barker which
talked about the importance of having a vision and working
towards that vision.
For the second module, Mr. Yeo held it at the newly
constructed training room which is designed for this classroom
type of discussions as it is more conducive for learning.
He talked about Neuro Linguistic Programming and how it
affect and shape one’s future. He showed “The Secret” which
talked about “the laws of attraction.” The principle which
means that people's feelings and thoughts attract real events
in the world into their lives.

Upcoming Trainings…

Dates

Motivation & Performance

2nd , 3rd & 4th July

Stress Management

22nd July

Elementary First Aid Part II

24th July
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health & lifestyle

As part of the healthy lifestyle program being promoted by Swiber to all of its
employees,
l
T i i Coordinator
Training
C di t Kelly
K ll Chong
Ch
organized
i d a health
h lth talk
t lk att the
th
auditorium on May 27, 2008.
Kelly Chong had invited Dr. Ng Chung Sien a medical consultant from Changi
Sports Medicine Center to talk about “Losing Weight Effectively and Safely”
Dr. Ng briefly gave an overview of how the body works and what it does to our
food intake. He discussed the common claims and practices that are ineffective
and most often potentially harmful to the body.
body
He also cleared the
misconceptions and introduced the weight loss program which they implement
at the Changi Sports Medicine Center. According to Dr. Ng this multidisciplinary
program which combines diet, physical activity and behaviour modification is the
evidence‐based, scientific, effective, proven and safe approach to losing weight.
As a healthy treat, Kelly Chong gave away a goodie bag with soy milk, corn flakes,
an apple and banana to all who attended the talk.

ANNOUNCEMENT
Starting June 26,
26 2008,
2008 there will be a regular Absolute
Curves class every Thursdays from 12:30-1:00pm at the
Swiber gym.
Absolute Curves is a circuit class based on multiple
stations in the gym. All exercises designed towards
toning concentrated areas that ladies would be most
keen to work on
on.
Absolute Curves is for the ladies only.
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UP CLOSE & PERSONAL

Everybody knows Rick Pursell as the HSE VP with the ready winsome smile who shuttles around Singapore, project venues
and his home in “the mountains” as he fondly calls it. We have been given glimpses of bits and pieces of him every month in
his Cause No Harm segment as he explores the esoteric realms of human nature and it makes one wonder about him and
what’s he really like. At the end of his articles, he always leaves us with a question, ultimately giving us the freehand to
decide which path to take.
take For this month,
month I was able to ask him a few questions of my own.
own
Q: Give us a brief description of your early years. What were you like as a child?
Rick: My early, idyllic years in the UK were spent on a farm attending ducks, goats, riding tractors and wandering through
the woods and canals with my dog, a sleek, affectionate whippet.
Ours was a wonderful loving, sharing family and along with my two older brothers, I was always willing to experience new
things and explore fresh territory. And so in 1957 we uprooted everything, said our goodbyes to our extended family and
friends and migrated to Australia, to a totally new life, new friends, new adventures and (thankfully) a warmer climate!!
Q: Cool. So how was life in the “land down under?” Did you adjust well? How did you fare in school?

Topmost: The center for
self-awareness
f
in Bali
definitely looks fresh out of
a travel brochure.
Rick Pursell and wife Lita

Rick: Yes, but in those days, English migrants were not exactly “flavour of the month” and so on my very first day at an
Australian school, I was set upon by the local bullies and left in the boys’ toilet bleeding and bruised – what a welcome!!
This was never repeated and I went on to prove my worth by scoring the only goal of the finals football match against a
much superior team on top of the league. I remember being chaired off the field and feeling decidedly proud of myself for
having helped bring recognition to our modestly skilled team.
In reality, I hated school. I could not get my head around math, trigonometry, algebra or why it was important for me to
know that the Battle of Hastings was fought on a field in England in 1066. How on earth was this going to serve me in my life
I thought
th
ht and
d so att the
th first
fi t opportunity,
t it I left
l ft school.
h l
Q: Oh wow! That must have been a big decision to make. I mean only somebody with a real plan in place and knew
exactly what he wanted to do can make that big step.
Rick: Well I was what we called a “petrol head” in those days. I only wanted to race cars, so that was my main focus. Not
surprisingly, it quickly emptied my pockets of money. I developed a pair of Mini Coopers and together with a colleague; we
would thrash them around the local circuit to our heart’s content. Later I was to work for a while on the Brabham BT34
Formula One racing cars and got to meet all the top drivers, most of whom are no longer with us.
By the time I had reached the ripe old age of twenty I was into music in a big way and heavily influenced by the Beatles and
Rolling Stones, had formed a band and entertained at parties, playing the blues harmonica and singing. Ahhh those were the
days, but now when I sing in the shower, my wife quickly disappears!!
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“Namaste” – the spiritual shop in Ubod

The meditation and yoga bale

Q: What were the obstacles/setbacks did you have to face and how did you overcome them?
Rick: There is one of the most significant periods in my life; a time that would leave an indelible imprint on my young mind and would shape the
remainder of my days.
In 1968 I was called up into National Service and within an alarmingly short time, I found myself amid a war in the jungles of Vietnam. So here I was,
brought up by my Quaker mother and pacifist father to respect and honour all life and now coming face to face with all the maelstrom and atrocities of
war and man’s inhumanity to man!
Before long I saw the complete senselessness of waging war on our brothers and sisters and unable to do anything about. I felt isolated, despairing,
confused and ashamed. To make matter worse, after nine months of sheer hell, I received a “Dear John” letter from my young wife of five weeks, saying
she had run off with a local jeweler!! That night, unable to cope any longer with my internal pain and suffering, I loaded my rifle, sat down in the steaming
jungle, place the barrel against my forehead and squeezed the first pressure of the trigger. Two or three more millimeters would have ended my misery,
b t fortunately,
but
f t
t l along
l
came a colleague
ll
who
h calmly
l l relieved
li d me off my weapon and
d together
t th we satt and
d tearfully
t f ll cursed
d the
th government,
t the
th “enemy”,
“
”
the army and anyone else we felt responsible for our condition.
Q: Tell us about your decision to live in Bali, what made you do it and why?
Rick: It was shortly after this event that I made a conscious decision to find out more about this life I was so willing to extinguish and that decision has
lead me down many wondrous paths of self discovery, paths that eventually lead me to Bali to establish with my wife, a self awareness retreat centre in
the mountains and spiritual shop in Ubud.
Many years ago, after weeks of arduous study with a wise old sage by the banks of the mighty Ganges River in Rishikesh, India, I received the greatest gift
of my life; an awakening into the true nature of reality and emerging from it, grew an overwhelming call to be of service to others. This drive has given me
the opportunity to help many people to recognise their potential and divest themselves of unwanted conditions, which mask their authenticity and
awareness.
Q: So what made you decide to take on your career in HSE?
Career wise, HSE is a perfect fit with my core desire to assist people and over the past 22 years, I have had the opportunity to help many co‐workers to
live safer, healthier and more productive lives. This gives me great satisfaction and I am very grateful to all those along the way who have supported my
efforts and contributed in no small way to making workplaces safer, secure and enjoyable.
My work with Swiber is a natural extension of what we do in Bali with our retreats, which consist of applying various awareness, raising and healing
modalities such as basic yoga, meditation, Life Coaching, sound therapy and giving Deeksha or the Oneness Blessing as it is known in the West.
Well over my many years as a HSE Practitioner, I came across various people who were working in the industry, such as Peter Worral and Nitish Gupta.
We sort of followed each other around and worked together in a variety of locations.
At the end of a long stint in West Africa, I was planning to retire and sit around the pool sipping margaritas (wishful thinking), when Peter and Nitish
coerced (Yes, I think that is the right word) me into coming over to Singapore, where I met Raymond. There was an instant kinship and as we progressed
with our discussion, I learnt that we shared the same core values and instantly I knew I could integrate both my work in Bali with that of Swiber. It was a
great decision and I am grateful to Raymond for giving me the opportunity to serve this company.
Q: If you were to advise a family member how to follow in your footsteps, what would you tell them?
Rick: My standing advice to anyone (whenever asked for), is to uncover and follow your passion. Find that one thing that excites you and gets you out of
bed in the mornings and develop a way to integrate that into you day to day life. We can’t all be Tiger Woods or Bill Gates, but when you recognise your
calling and follow that with a passion, then you get to live life to the fullest.
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SWIBER SPEAKS

Lou Juan

Pow Guo Jian aka: Ernest

Domicel Balneg

Krisno Wibowo

I’m really good at sports
like
swimming
and
running. I usually get
gold or first runner up in
100m and 500m.

I’m good at making
friends and establishing
rapport with people.

Playing guitar.
I play
religious songs. I used to
play in the church back
home in the Philippines.

Eating and travelling

Name one thing that
you’re bad at

Doing housework. I hate
to wash the dishes after
meals

Definitely singing!

That would be dancing. I
don’t have the grace that
good dancers have. I
used to dance when I was
a child but not anymore.

I’m bad at heights. I’m
afraid of heights, being
on top of the building,
or in a cable car…

What
gets
stressed out?

Sometimes
stressful.

gets

Work piling up. I always
make sure to prioritize
accordingly so that I
f h them
finish
h
as early
l as
possible.

Traffic jams. We always
get caught up in traffic on
the way out of IBP

When I can’t do my job.

Talking to my boyfriend.
He always cheer me up,
he tells me funny jokes

Chilling out with friends,
have a bottle or two…

Just talking to friends and
officemates.

Go out and have fun…

‐‐Or three…or four….

‐‐yada yada yada

The
Last
Samurai
because it’s a very
touching story. It has a
lot
of
underlying
meanings and teach us to
stick to our own beliefs.
The cinematography are
very good.

The Gladiator, because
it’s a historical movie.

Name one thing that
you’re good at

you

What’s your ideal
way to unwind?

What’s your favorite
movie of all time and
why?

work

The Wedding Planner. I
think that organizing
these events and being a
part of these important
occasions are fun.
I
wanted to be a wedding
planner but my parents
won’t let me.

‐‐and because of the men
in skirts!

‐‐Yay the good life!

Titanic because for the
character of Jack, he has
nothing and he is a
nobody but he made
things
happen…he
boarded the ship and
got the girl
‐‐ and died…”every night
in my dreams, I see you,
I feel you….
* Karina watched it 5
times! ☺
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The random eight

Choon Bee Lim

Jahidul Hassan

Regina Karmacharya

Andi Trinanto

Name one thing
that you’re good at

Math! I’m very good at
numbers.
I join math
competitions and I always
get distinction because of
math.

Making problems…I ask
people a lot of questions.

Talking. I can talk to
anyone. Once I start, I
can’t stop.

Playing football, all my
friends told me, “ Andi,
you play like David
Beckham”… ☺

Name one thing
that you’re bad at

Controlling my temper. I
quite easily get angry but I
make up for it by smiling a
lot. ☺

I think that not knowing
something is bad for me
because I would do
everything, I won’t stop
until I know what that
thing is.

Cooking. I can’t cook for
nuts!

Singing. My wife told
me that my voice is all
bass and treble

When there
there’ss a lot of
work to do and my mind
get’s muddled up

Not having money…

‐‐ pretty intense huh?
What gets
stressed out?

you

What’s your ideal
way to unwind?

I have high expectations
for myself and I really
work hard to achieve
it…sometimes
it
gets
stressful. For example, If I
want to be on the top
three, I would study really
really hard just to be on it.

When I don
don’tt
something.

know

Listening
to
music
music,
chatting with friends,
chilling out at Sunset
Taverns.

After I find the solution
to my problem, I listen to
music.

‐‐also when you don’t
know that you don’t
know what you don’t.

‐‐hear hear!

Eat..sleep..eat..sleep..
Eat
sleep eat sleep
eat..sleep..watch TV

Playing
football
football,
basketball, or going
swimming
in
my
apartment and watching
a movie

Anastacia. It’s actually
quite embarrassing but
true. I just like cartoons,
especially the cheesy, feel
good kinds.

My favorite is Band of
Brothers because the
story is about their
experiences. I also like
comedy. After a week
of working hard, I need
to refresh and having a
good laugh at the movie
is the cure.

‐‐whew!
What’s
your
favorite movie of
all time and why?

Kung Fu Panda because it’s
very funny and I love
comedy. You should ask
Glen to give you a
demonstration.
He is
really very good at copying
the kung fu panda.

I don’t watch movies.
I’m into music kind of
person
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INTERNAL AUDIT DEPARTMENT

Meet the Internal Audit team. They are one of the smallest department of the company comprise of only four (Senior Internal Audit
Executive Internal Audit Executive,
Executive,
Executive Assistant Manager and Analysis and Assurance Manager).
Manager) Their department is fairly new with only a
year since it was formed last April 2007. They report to the Audit Committee formed by Mr. Francis Wong and our three Independent
Directors with Mr. Leonard Tay as the Chairman.
Their team is composed of well experienced professionals from the Multi‐national Accounting Firms (Big‐4s) and established listed
companies. They have a wide spectrum of audit experience in various industries such as Banking, Construction and Engineering,
Manufacturing and Gamma‐ray Sterilization. They are also specialized in Project Management Audit and Forensic Audit.
As their name suggests, they are responsible for conducting audits on financial and operational systems, report on their findings and
make recommendations for improvement. They work closely with business process owners to identify, evaluate and test controls on key
business processes to ensure adequacy, effectiveness and compliances with the organization’s policies and procedures.
They stressed that they are here alongside us in working towards the company’s common goal. Therefore, they are not here to tell
people what to do but only to make recommendations.
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Kien Boon is the bespectacled manager of the group.
He could easily pass for a young professional but he is
also a man who, by assiduous reading and his devotion
to his career had become a quintessential astute leader
and mentor of the group. He is described by his staff as
very approachable, friendly, generous with his
knowledge…and food. According to Kien Boon, “We are
the Analysis and Assurance Department. It is set up to
perform Internal Audit function, which is really
becoming a best practice for listed company like Swiber.
Creating an internal audit function increases
management’s view as to what’s really happening inside
the organization.”
Lee Kien Boon
Analysis and Assurance Manager

Whenever you pass by the Trust room (where they are
temporarily holding office), you will see Clarissa either
staring intently on the computer screen or shuffling
through sheaves of papers. Occasionally, she
acknowledges you with a smile before disappearing
behind the stacks of papers and binders that are
perpetually inhabiting their desks. One thing she likes
about her job is that it is not the cut‐and‐dried same
set of activities that they do everyday.
Clarissa Reyes
Senior Internal Audit Executive

Li Ling is the petite, smiling newbie of the group.
She joined the team only last month but with her
core background which is in internal audit, she is
comfortably well in her area of expertise. She is
also specialized in forensic accounting, and fraud
and background investigation.

Yee Li Ling
Assistant Manager

Bee Chin is the slender and long haired lady of the
group. Her naturally genteel mien belies the critical
mind which easily identifies any process weaknesses or
non‐compliance. She agrees with Clarisa that their job
is not a routine because according to her “different
d
departments
h
have
d ff
different
issues.””
Ong Bee Chin
Internal Audit Executive
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FREESTYLE
“Whoever said you can’t buy happiness forgot about puppies” ☺ As a dog lover myself I must say
that I agree wholeheartedly with this. So too do three of our colleagues featured here in this article.
We come to Swiber dressed smartly with a resolute face ready to take on all things “executive”
…executivelyy that veryy ffew off us know about veryy ffascinating
g ffacets some off us have. A g
good
example is the love for furry, padded feet, four‐legged breed which gave an entirely different
meaning to the word pedigree.

Joanne & Milo
Together with her husband, Joanne searched through pet shops before they
finally found the two month old poodle pup at Thomson road on November
2006. He cost them $1,700 but for Joanne and Daniel, he is worth more than
that . They named him Milo after his red brown hair color.
“Milo
Milo is a very active and playful dog. He likes to be pampered.
pampered.” Joanne says.
And pampered he is! Every weekend, they go to the pet café at Upper
Thomson Road where Milo meets with other dogs and he is free to run
around and play and eat with them. His grooming is done by a professional
at a pet salon.
When he was a puppy, the couple even went to Sentosa every weekend so that Milo can go swimming and have the luxury of a wide open
space to run about together with other dogs. They decided to stop this activity after they noticed that his color is becoming lighter with the
exposure to the salt and sun.
Nevertheless, Milo goes with them virtually everywhere, shopping, dining, as long as these places allow pets. Asked about the difference
Milo made on their lives, Joanne smiled and said “ We cannot go overseas for too long. We always think about him and worry because
everyday that he wouldn’t see us, he would wait patiently by the door and watch out for us. Everyday, he would resume his post until we
come back…”
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Engelbert
& Dinho
Engelbert and his family always owned dogs for security reasons. They used to
own a doberman and a fox terrier but it bit their neighbor. The german
shepherd became a natural choice because of this. “Not only ared they the
smartest breed, they are less ferocious and good looking too” Engelbert said.
“ h I was a kid,
“When
k d we had
h d a videotape
d
off ‘Lassie
‘
come home’
h
’ (my
(
mom’s
’ fave
f
movie). In the movie, their dog was a collie, however, the breed with the closest
resemblance I can get is a german shepherd. Therefore, as a present for his
mother, Engelbert gave her Dinho.
He was named after a Brazillian soccer maestro ‘Ronaldino’ and like his
namesake, he loves playing with a ball and kicking it around…with the exception
that Dinho also bites his ball. “He has a very playful character. He likes to get
things and hide it in corners and wait for mom or dad to come and go looking for
it.”
Asked how Dinho changed his life, Engelbert said “Now my mom talks more
about him and less about me.”

Cecilia & Mini
Cecilia used to own a shih tzu for 16 years and also a pekingese but
when both dogs passed away, Cecilia decided to try raising
chihuahuas. She bought a pair of them and her most prized pet is
the brown and white,
white with apple‐shape head which she named
Mini. She bought him from an Australian breeder for $1050.
In just six months, her chihuahua delivered to a litter of four
adorable puppies. After a few months, they had another 3 and then
another pair after that. Cecilia decided to give away some of her
puppies keeping only four of them and then bought a new one for
breeding purposes having a total of seven dogs with her.
Cecilia takes care of them herself. “What I like most about
chihuahuas is that they are very little, they don’t smell and they
have very short hair so their upkeep is not expensive.” Cecilia said.
She gives them lots of toys and feeds them science diet.
“After a hard day’s work, I go home, I look at all seven of them and
I forget all my worries. (seven times?)”
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Submitted by: Carine Lim
Submitted by: Jahidul Hassan
“Aaaaaaahhhhh! I’m falling!!!!!”
Carine with fiance and friends on a
holiday in Malaysia.

“I sometimes draw to pass the time and this is one of them. This
young lady is seeking to live her life cheerfully but inside, she is
broken just like the stone in which she chose to sit on.”

THIS PLACE COULD BE OUR PLAYGROUND
by Rosita Taib
“Did ye git caught in dhutt rowdy storm?”
askedBryan Houston, Drill Site Manager as I
walked in this morning, Friday, 20th June 2008.
“What storm?” I thought. Because I’ve just come
in from one of the most pretty mornings I’ve seen
these past 2 weeks! I guess what’s dripping wet to
somebody else is never that but adventure to me.
But more so also,, I’ve ggone & developed
p a soft
spot for IBP. Your workplace, and mine.

Because SWIBER in CyberHub @ IBP is practically gobsmacked in the middle of
a tropical “Shangri‐La”. It’s as if the Powers‐that‐Be brought to life an
architectural concept of a park in miniature, IN miniature. Stunted tress and
stunted buildings that don’t surpass a height. Crafted nature and construction
that don’t grow out of turn – every stone in place, every nook & cranny filled in
just nice.
And along with that, they let loose a mad botanist went wild when given reins
to done up the landscape!

So if you could for a minute, take the view beyond your windows …. (by the Plants which aren’t suppose to flower, FLOWERED. (at Creative Technology).
way, it’s stopped raining)
Common flowers we’re used to in 2 colours, turned up in 5! (road plots at
junction of The Strategy & Synergy). No front lawn of any building is the same,
Maybe we don’t have an amazing view of the Singapore Flyer – especially at no identical flower or plant species shares the same plot, no fountains sprout a
night when its fey lights gets starkly ethereal against the darkening skies. Or at mirror formation. Of the trees, it’s more of the beautiful, blossoming kind ‐
twilight when its magnitude & mystery makes an awesome vision that takes grafted to a perfect miniature height, some even regally elegant. And the
your breath away. Even more, the sight of neverending ocean on the horizon, colourful, terribly gorgeously, beautiful, fantastic flowers! White asters, yellow
bordered byy the coastline of Singapore
daisies,, p
g p
– massive blue skies & equally
q y majestic
j
pink roses,, orange
g – whatever! Leaves in the trees & the shrubs aren’t
sunsets ‐ with fashioned breakwaters, harbour & lovely old, new buildings by outdone – different hues, textures, types!!
the waterfront. And at 30 stories up the air, being eye‐level to exploding
fireworks at last year’s National Day Parade, sparklers so close you can almost
touch it. The views we can expect when working in prestigious, highrise
buildings in town. Suntec City! The Fullerton! Millenia Towers!
But alas! Here we are “Swiberians” in a rustic bit of land called International
Business Park. No high‐rise view, no sophisticated
Sh
Shopping
i ‐ and
d yet ? Iff you could
ld let
l yourself
lf – see your workplace
k l
with
i h eyes
willing to wonder, pleasure, where you find it ….. Because mornings isn’t just
about not being late to work & fingerprinting yourself before that whistle blow.
And lunch isn’t just for squeezing that 60 minutes into any food source to get
you through the rest of the day. And going home isn’t strictly …. aahhh, you get
the picture.

If you have anything to contribute to this segment, kindly email to
echarri.rizza@swiber.com, irene.chong@swiber.com, or kelly.chong@swiber.com.
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If anyone chanced to stay late, working or after the gym , serenity sets in within
the area as street lights gets switched off, human & vehicle traffic dwindled to
a whimper. Now that’s when the bats and other night‐flyers get out. Try
waiting
iti for
f a cab
b in
i the
th darkness
d k
b the
by
th street
t t and
d you might
i ht hear
h
a cute
t shriek
hi k
& feel one fly past. Farah**, our Receptionist, experienced something else,
Our CyberHub @IBP (call it ours) front porch grows not less than 10 species of “This thing, the size of an opened paperback, kept fluttering around and
flowers & plants in its welcome patch. Yes! The Mad Botanist left his green coming back at me – above my head, around my face, it refused to let me be! I
think the sound of my angry shout finally made it go away.” She finally saw it
thumb here, too.
for what it was – a giant moth, wingspread the biggest we’ve ever heard.
When you can, pick a morning before the sun isn’t quite that strong and let the Charming.
peaceful silence wash over you. Don’t rush for that lift yet! A fine morning is
good, but those times when it looks near rain – that’s the best. The chilly
breeze, cool subdued weather, romantic grey skies – dark but not quite dark,
the dead silence just before the wind rocks the trees like crazy – it’s a lovely
picture few ever got to see, or more like take the time to see….
Leaves that’s Angular, Sharp, Crimped-at-the-Edges, Polka-dotted,
Stripes! The magic it’s known of Shangri-La, IBP feels close - within an
invisible dome of good weather, a fresh crispness of life, colour and
nat re
nature.

Lunch. At midday, even sun’s height, it pays to take slow the walk to your
destination – before or after. The old‐world buses hardly makes a noise as they
round the park anyway, the silence feels almost sacred. On your “strolls” if you
look enough in the lush fields of green – be surprised by huge grasshoppers,
chubby spiders, tiny crickets, bursts of butterflies, exotic birds. A stranded
owl?? Yes! On a cold afternoon last April ‐ Right on that fence of the open
carpark closest to the German Centre. Where the mysterious old tunnel under
the highway hides a black gaping hole into the unknown. And did you know,
hidden under the trees by the railway line an old squatter’s hut with his own At other times, I’m prone to drowning out Singapore’s noisy crowds or irritating
vegetable patch, a wooden structure that takes Singapore housing way back ringtones with books, and more books. Because that’s escape – to be back in
into the ‘50s.
places I’ve been, but usually in situations I can’t ever be – an ancient race of
immortals from the mysterious Carpathian Mountains of Romania. Or in the
Always, the drone of the highways seems far away, yet with sweet little rugged Welsh mountains, masterminding one of the endless mediavel &
hillocks & knolls of open grassland it’s a wonder nobody thought to pick bloody wars between the Welsh and the Scots (bit of history here ‐ although
luncheon spots to lie flat back on the grass & just watch ‐ Clouds! Unmarred by I’m partial to the underdogs ‐ the Welsh armies always seems smaller ‐ I have
tall buildings,
buildings the open skies have days of fluffy clouds with stories to tell.
tell Soft,
Soft on good authority that Scotland** won in the end).
end) To find myself making
white bunnies are common – anyone can do that! But hey, Look! ‐ there’s concessions, to stop reading for a moment – to simply take into me a piece of
Ringo Starr!! “Ringo” shapeshifts to a sexy, muscular Centaur (minus bow & Singapore which delights – that doesn’t happen often.
arrow same as the ones in the forests of the Harry Potter movies). Once even,
a mighty portion of the skies gave an almost end to end rendition of The Last In the award‐winning film “Life is Beautiful”, the story of a Jewish family during
Supper….
the Holocaust, the character Roberto Benigni played found ways to sustain
humour in the tragedy about to happen, for the sake of his young son. Even as
Going home. Next time, anyone on the evening Swiber bus should take a he was lead away, he gaily skipped and goosemarched behind the German
fantastic up‐close‐nose‐pressed‐to‐the‐glass‐look when heavy traffic causes soldier taking him to his death. He smiled happily at the hidden boy all the way
Mr. Ongg the driver to swerve too close to the kerb makingg his windows brush as he turned the corner,, jjust before the sound of ggunshots were heard.
right into the lining trees. Your one opportunity to study up close flora &
fauna’s details ‐ within the safety of the glass. I always thought the fantastic‐ OK, maybe that’s an extreme or rather morbid example of being a fake. But
looking plants around the traffic circus (of the 4‐armed gigantic fountain rods) what I’m saying is I don’t have to fake anything about liking this bit of
with its Scottish‐skirt‐pleated leaves has terrific green fruits the size of Singapore – this IB Park. That I can be made to stop reading sometimes.
baseballs. Then one evening the bus went near under its branches and I
realized they’re actually gigantic buds, some peeping out just showing a hint of IBP is ESCAPE, if you but know it….
the white flowers ready to bloom. But final flowers get so huge they don’t
hang too long on the stem & smashed immediately to the ground the petals Credits:
flying everywhere – unless you notice those things you’d never would believe Domicel Balneg – for her nifty camerawork on telephone model SONY
the
h white
hi petals
l that
h has
h flown
fl
allll the
h way to the
h intersection
i
i off Boon Lay and
d ERICKSON
C SO CYBER‐SHOT
C
S O
Farah Zawani ‐ for what started out like a scary ghost story but trickled
Toh Tuck Road were originally flowers from those “fruit trees”.
nevertheless entertainingly into a mere insect at the end
Roberto Lopez & Paul Antunano – for proving that coconuts in IBP CAN be
harvested
Bryan Houston – for that revealing bit of Scottish history, and also a remark
about the weather that got me started.
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New offices for Swiber Subsidiaries
LEVEL 4
Swiber Holdings
g
LEVEL 3
Kreuz International
‐‐‐now occupies the entire 3rd floor
previously shared with Principia

Company Auditorium
LEVEL 2
Equatorial Drilling Services
‐‐‐has moved to a new home on the newly
constructed office adjacent to it’s previous
location on the 2nd floor.

Principia Asia Pacific
‐‐‐can now be located on the 2nd floor previously
occupied by the drilling department

Executive Lounge
‐‐‐now
now fully furnished and ready.
ready Located at the
2nd floor in between the gym and Equatorial
Drilling office, the lounge is a cool place where
the Senior Management chill out

Company Gym
LEVEL 1
Lobby

Watch out for the upcoming development‐ the Library!!!
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